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Phase separation of multivalent protein and RNA molecules underlies
the biogenesis of biomolecular condensates such as membraneless
organelles. In vivo, these condensates encompass hundreds of distinct
types of molecules that typically organize into multilayered structures
supporting the differential partitioning of molecules into distinct
regions with distinct material properties. The interplay between
driven (active) versus spontaneous (passive) processes that are re-
quired for enabling the formation of condensates with coexisting
layers of distinct material properties remains unclear. Here, we deploy
systematic experiments and simulations based on coarse-grained
models to show that the collective interactions among the simplest,
biologically relevant proteins and archetypal RNA molecules are
sufficient for driving the spontaneous emergence of multilayered
condensates with distinct material properties. These studies yield a
set of rules regarding homotypic and heterotypic interactions that are
likely to be relevant for understanding the interplay between active
and passive processes that control the formation of functional
biomolecular condensates.
phase transitions | biomolecular condensates | complex coacervation |
RNA | intrinsically disordered proteins
Phase transitions of protein and RNA molecules are impli-cated as drivers of spatial and temporal organization of
cellular matter (1–3). The relevant phase transitions include
first-order transitions such as phase separation and higher-order
transitions such as sol−gel transitions (4, 5). These phase transi-
tions are thought to be drivers of the biogenesis of membraneless
organelles and other nonstoichiometric assemblies that are collec-
tively referred to as biomolecular condensates (4, 6, 7). Key protein
and RNA molecules, referred to as scaffolds, are found to be nec-
essary and sufficient to drive phase separation in vitro (1–3). How-
ever, transferring insights from in vitro studies to an understanding
of in vivo condensates requires an understanding of the interplay
between driven (active) and spontaneous (passive) processes (2, 4, 8).
Several in vivo observations regarding condensates are thought to
involve active processes that incur the expenditure of energy while
maintaining condensates in metastable states (2). Relevant ob-
servations include distinct material properties, inhibition of aging
and fusion of condensates, the selective partitioning or extraction of
molecular components, the dissolution of condensates, and the
maintenance of spatially organized structures within condensates.
For example, stress granules are cytoplasmic RNA−protein
granules that form when cells are under stress and dissolve when
the stresses abate (9, 10). Their functions/dysfunctions have been
implicated in viral infections, cancers, and neurodegenerative dis-
orders (11–16). Data from mammalian cells suggest that stress gran-
ules consist of dense solid-like cores of RNA and proteins surrounded
by a labile liquid shell (17, 18). Similarly, the nucleolus consists of
three distinct layers, and each layer is characterized by distinct inward
and outward fluxes of protein and RNA molecules. Recent work
suggests that the structure of the nucleolus could arise through dif-
ferences in surface tensions associated with the distinct liquid phases
(19). Indeed, it appears that many spatially organized structures can
arise through spontaneous processes alone (20, 21). In contrast, in
vivo regulation and dissolution of these architectures, as opposed to
their formation, might require the intervention of active processes
(22). For example, the layered topology of nucleoli is reversed
during transcriptional inhibition, suggesting that additional molec-
ular interactions might be involved in nucleolar regulation (23).
The majority of known biomolecular condensates contain mul-
tiple protein and RNA molecules. Even condensates that are not
directly involved in RNA metabolism or harbor canonical RNA
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binding proteins seem to contain or even require RNA for their
formation. For example, G bodies are reversible assemblies of gly-
colytic enzymes that form under hypoxia (24). Not only do these
condensates stain positively for specific RNA molecules, but the
treatment of cells with nucleases results in the dissociation of G
bodies, thus suggesting a role for RNA molecules as scaffolds that
drive their formation (24). Recent studies suggest that RNA mol-
ecules undergo conformational transitions such as chain compac-
tion in the context of stress granules. This is to be contrasted with
the expanded conformations formed by the same RNA molecules
in the cytosol (25). Indeed, roughly 103 RNA species are prefer-
entially associated with stress granules, and these RNAs are
enriched for specific sequence and structural features (26, 27). RNA
molecules also have the ability to undergo phase separation even in
the absence of protein partners (28). RNA phase separation appears
to underlie RNA foci formation in repeat expansion disorders (29).
Additionally, RNA also controls the dynamic properties of RNA
transport granules (30) and nucleoli (31, 32), implying that RNA
molecules also regulate the material properties of condensed phases.
To what extent do spontaneous processes governed by sequence-
intrinsic properties of protein and RNA sequences explain in vivo
observations? In this work, we seek answers to this question by
investigating the impact of spontaneous processes governed by
the interactions among the simplest, biologically relevant pro-
teins and archetypal RNA molecules.
We deployed in vitro model systems for phase separation that
were designed to uncover the rules governing RNA- and protein-
driven interactions. For the protein system, we used biologically
relevant arginine-rich and lysine-rich sequences that are intrinsically
disordered (33). We investigated the interplay between these pro-
tein systems and a series of homopolymeric RNA sequences. Our
results show that purine versus pyrimidine contents of RNA mol-
ecules directly influence condensate morphology and dynamics. We
trace these effects to the details of nucleobase composition of RNA
molecules and the affinities of protein−RNA interactions. Strikingly,
the differences in molecule-specific protein−protein, protein−RNA,
and RNA−RNA interactions lead to the spontaneous generation of
spatially organized multilayered condensates with subcompartments.
These findings provide insights regarding spontaneous, sequence-
encoded driving forces for condensates with complex architectures
and dynamics.
Results
Polyanions Determine Morphological and Dynamic Properties of
Arginine-Based Protein Phase Separation. Arginine-rich, in-
trinsically disordered, low-complexity domains (LCDs) have been
established as key regions that drive protein phase separation in
vitro and in vivo (33–41). Previous studies quantified the phase
transitions of two types of toxic arginine-rich dipeptide repeats that
are generated by aberrant translation of a hexanucleotide repeat
expansion in the C9orf72 gene, which is the major genetic cause
underlying amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) (42–44). Protein
products of these repeats include poly(proline−arginine) and poly
(glycine−arginine), which we refer to hereafter as PR and GR, re-
spectively. These proteins target and perturb various condensates,
including the nucleolus and stress granules (33–35). Mechanistic
studies of PR phase separation in vitro revealed that phase sepa-
ration of arginine-rich systems is driven by a combination of elec-
trostatic interactions, and interactions involving pi systems (33, 45).
Phase separation driven by interactions among complexing pol-
yions is known as complex coacervation (46). We examined PR-
mediated phase separation via complex coacervation using a wide
array of biological polyanions. Whereas albumin, a negatively
charged protein, could not induce phase separation, long poly-
anions or negatively charged protein assemblies robustly drive
either condensate formation or PR recruitment (Fig. 1). The
morphologies of the resulting condensates were dependent on
the specific type of polyanion and their assembly state: Micro-
tubule asters or filaments provided a solid scaffold for PR re-
cruitment, while flexible polyanions such as total yeast RNA or
polyphosphate lead to the formation of spherical droplets, in-
dicative of a minimization of the surface energy that is consistent
with liquid−liquid phase separation driven by complex coacervation
(47). Additionally, although the same PR polycation containing 30
PR repeats was used in all cases, we observed substantially different
PR dynamics within condensates that depends on the polyanion in
question, as assayed by fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) (Fig. 1). These results indicate that chemical details of the
complexing polyanions are important determinants of the material
properties associated with protein−polyanion assemblies, and that
the details of complex coacervation are influenced by the chemical
details of the constituent cations and anions within polycations and
polyanions, respectively. It would appear that a combination of
generic and specific driving forces could be involved in the for-
mation of condensates via complex coacervation. Our observations
Fig. 1. Morphologies and dynamics of condensates formed via complex coacervation of PR30 are governed by the chemistry of polyanions. (Top) Each panel shows
PR30 (PR) fluorescence in the context of condensates formed by complex coacervation. All measurements were performed in the presence of 250 μM PR30 and 1 μg/μL
of polyanion. Under these conditions, albumin, a generic protein macroanion, does not promote phase separation. However, all other polyanions in the current study
promote phase separation, although the morphologies of the condensates are specific to the type of polyanion used to drive phase separation. (Bottom) Normalized
kinetic traces from FRAP experiments. In each of the experiments, the fluorescently labeled PR30 molecules are photobleached, and the recovery of fluorescence is
monitored as a function of time. FRAP dynamics of PR30 molecules exhibit a clear dependence on polyanions. Scale bar applies for all images.
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in our polyanion−protein model system are in line with observa-
tions for phase separation being driven by the combination of
protein−protein, RNA−protein, and RNA−RNA interactions.
Indeed, a molecular grammar for protein−protein phase separa-
tion highlights the importance of arginine residues (40, 48, 49).
Phase separation of RNA in the absence of protein−RNA inter-
actions appears to be driven mainly by base pairing interactions
(28, 29). However, the details underlying protein−RNA interac-
tions that give rise to protein−RNA condensates, especially with
disordered proteins, remain unclear.
RNA Structure Determines Coacervate Morphology. To uncover the
physicochemical determinants of generic versus specific driving
forces in complex coacervation involving protein and RNA mole-
cules, we focused our attention on uncovering the rules associated
with complex coacervation of PR as influenced by different types of
homopolymeric RNA molecules. Mixing PR30 with homopolymeric
RNAs (Mw = 600 kDa to 1,000 kDa) (37) leads to the spontaneous
formation of condensates at room temperature. As can be seen in
Fig. 2 A and B (and Movie S1), mixing of PR with homopolymeric
RNAs (except poly-rG) results in the formation of liquid-like con-
densates. We make this assessment based on the spherical shapes of
the assemblies, the wetting of glass surfaces, and the fusion of
condensates. Poly-rA, poly-rC, and poly-rU are unlikely to form
persistent higher-order (tertiary) structures, although there is evi-
dence that intramolecular base stacking can drive the formation of
short helical regions interspersed by random-coil−like segments
(50). In contrast, poly-rG is known to form G quadruplexes, and
these structural elements are highly stable (51). Interestingly, unlike
the spherical coacervates formed by complexation of each of poly-
rA, poly-rC, and poly-rU with PR, the assemblies formed by poly-rG
and PR peptides are characterized by an open, fractal-like network
structure that is resistant to thermal denaturation at high salt con-
centrations (SI Appendix, Fig. S1E). A deep quench into the two-
phase regime can give rise to continuous transitions such as sol−gel
transitions, which can be a manifestation of kinetically arrested
phase separation (52). The morphologies we observe for the as-
semblies of PR and poly-rG are concordant with kinetically arrested
phase separation that can lead to the formation of gels. Interestingly,
however, the PR molecules within open networked structures re-
main dynamic, indicating that the noncovalent physical cross-links
among PR−poly-rG molecules are labile on the timescale of the
experiments (SI Appendix, Figs. S1A and S2D). The addition of
RNA molecules such as poly-rC, which makes complementary base
pairing interactions with poly-rG, reduces the formation of these
open networks. This reduction occurs in a dose-dependent manner
and points to the competitive formation of structures that displace
the hyper-stable poly-rG−poly-rG interactions (SI Appendix, Fig. S1
A–D and Movie S2).
To further test the impact of stable RNA structures as determi-
nants of condensate morphology, we combined base-pairing and
non−base-pairing RNA species before induction of PR phase
separation (Fig. 2C). Combining poly-rA and poly-rU (poly-rA:
rU), but not poly-rA−poly-rC or poly-rU−poly-rC, resulted in the
formation of large granular and filament/sheet-like assemblies. A
detailed 3D view of the interconnected network formed by the base-
pairing RNAs can be seen in Fig. 2E (Movie S3), as visualized us-
ing soft X-ray tomography (SXT). Interestingly, when preformed
PR−poly-rA and PR−poly-rU condensates/coacervates were mixed
together, we did not observe the formation of filamentous struc-
tures. Instead, small spherical assemblies are observed (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1G). This suggests that RNA base pairing arrests complex
coacervation of RNA and PR molecules by sequestering the RNA
molecules into stable base-paired structures, leading to networks
that incorporate PR molecules via physical cross-links such as
hydrogen-bonding to the RNA phosphate backbones (53). There-
fore, it appears plausible that at least one of the two phases observed
for mixtures of poly-rA + poly-rU+ PR is a metastable phase. Given
that base pairing appears to drive extended network formation, we
reasoned that interfering with base pairing should disrupt the for-
mation of networked structures and promote phase separation. Urea
is known to destabilize protein and RNA structure (54). Addition of
urea to open network assemblies helped prevent the formation of
networked structures, but this did not result in droplet formation
(Fig. 2D). However, thermal denaturation of the poly-rA:rU-PR
assemblies followed by an annealing reaction helped convert pre-
formed open networks into spherical assemblies. This is suggestive
of a disruption of metastable, networked structures and an annealing
reaction that yields the thermodynamic ground state, which is the
spherical coacervate (Fig. 2F and SI Appendix, Fig. S1F). Despite
their spherical nature, under ambient temperature, these annealed
assemblies are solid-like, as evidenced by their inability to fuse or wet
a glass surface (Fig. 2G and SI Appendix, Fig. S1F).
Next, we asked whether simulations based on phenomenological
models could reproduce results from experiments and thereby
provide a coherent explanation for the findings. To this end, we
performed simulations using a coarse-grained, four-component
model consisting of simple representations of PR, poly-rA, poly-
rU, and solvent. Long-range electrostatic interactions are effectively
screened in the simulations (see Materials and Methods for details).
In these simulations, poly-rA, poly-rU, and PR form homogeneous
dispersed phases in binary mixtures of these molecules with solvent.
However, in simulations of ternary systems that include poly-rA,
PR, and solvent or poly-rU, PR, and solvent, we observed the for-
mation of spherical condensates (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 A–C). Sim-
ulations suggest that spherical condensates readily deform and the
molecules within them undergo rapid rearrangements (Movie S4).
In contrast, in simulations of four-component systems that include
poly-rA, poly-rU, PR, and solvent, we observed the formation of
open, percolated networks that are characterized by complementary
poly-rA:rU interactions. While PR partitions into these networks,
the resulting assemblies relax slowly, and this behavior is indicative
of a kinetically trapped phase. However, upon heating, this open
network melts and undergoes a rearrangement to form spherical
droplets (Fig. 2I and Movie S5). The effective mean-field energy
associated with the spherical droplet phase is significantly lower
than the energies associated with the open network (SI Appendix,
Fig. S4). These results are consistent with the hypothesis that
metastable mesophases that drive a percolated network form due to
the networking of base-paired RNA molecules. Additionally, simu-
lations with a reduced poly-rA−poly-rU interaction strength directly
lead to spherical assemblies, bypassing the formation of open net-
works (SI Appendix, Fig. S3E). Taken together, our simulations show
that higher-order RNA assemblies can provide a stable scaffold for
the recruitment of a dynamic protein phase, but also that the
resulting protein−RNA assemblies can exist in a metastable phase,
determined by the competition between RNA base pairing and
RNA−peptide interactions. These observations are concordant with
physical theories that describe gelation in colloidal systems wherein
the formation of open, percolated networks is viewed as kinetically
arrested phase separation (55).
RNA−Peptide and RNA−RNA Interactions Determine Condensate
Viscosity and Protein Dynamics. Poly-rA, poly-rU, and poly-rC
molecules can drive the formation of condensates via complex co-
acervation with PR molecules. The resultant condensates have
similar micrometer-scale morphologies. Dynamical properties within
condensates are governed by molecular densities, the extent of
physical cross-linking, and the timescales associated with these
cross-links (56). Accordingly, we asked whether condensates
formed by different RNA molecules and similar proteins have
intracondensate dynamics that vary depending on the type of
RNA. Condensates formed with poly-rA were more viscous than
those formed by poly-rC and poly-rU, as assessed by induced and
spontaneous fusion of condensates (Fig. 3 A and B). Next, we
investigated the set of interactions that were the main contributors
Boeynaems et al. PNAS | April 16, 2019 | vol. 116 | no. 16 | 7891
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to the observed differences in condensate dynamics (Fig. 3C). The
differences in viscosity associated with distinct polyribonucleotide−
PR condensates may be caused by stronger polyribonucleotide−
PR interactions, by stronger intrinsic interactions among polyri-
bonucleotides, or by some combination of the two. To disentangle
these effects, we asked whether different RNA homopolymers had
different intrinsic interaction strengths with themselves. We induced
RNA phase separation in the absence of PR by adding a crowding
agent [30% polyethylene glycol (PEG)] and magnesium chloride
(Fig. 3D). Under these conditions, poly-rA, poly-rC, and poly-rU
form spherical, liquid-like droplets. However, poly-rA droplets fuse
more slowly compared with poly-rU and poly-rC RNA droplets,
implying a difference in the strengths of intradroplet interactions
and the interfacial tension between the droplet and dispersed
phases.
Previous work showed that PR proteins engage in specific inter-
actions with aromatic amino acids (33). Purine-containing nucleo-
bases (adenine and guanine) contain a double-ring system while
pyrimidines (cytosine and uracil) contain a single ring (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S5). Therefore, we hypothesized that, in addition to
the electrostatic interactions among PR and RNA molecules, PR
may also engage in short-range, directional, so-called cation−pi
interactions with the aromatic RNA bases. In proteins, trypto-
phan has been proposed to mediate stronger cation−pi interactions
compared with the single-ring systems of phenylalanine and tyrosine
(45). It is also worth emphasizing that the strength and nature of
cation−pi interactions depend not only on the aromatic system but
also on the identity of the cation and properties of the solvent. The
guanidinium groups of Arg sidechains are Y-shaped planar moieties
that are best described as cross-conjugated pi systems, implying that
six pi electrons are likely to be delocalized across the functional
group. From a classical perspective, moieties with pi-like structures
will have high intrinsic quadrupole moments (57). Sidechains such
as Tyr and Trp are also endowed with high intrinsic dipole mo-
ments, whereas Arg will have monopole, dipole, and quadrupole
moments. In contrast, the tertiary amine of Lys, which is also a
cation, will have a monopole moment that is identical to that of Arg,
but its dipole and quadrupole moments are negligible (57). These
features enable a hierarchy of protein−protein and protein−RNA
interactions (48, 49). Specifically, it has been shown that arginine
drives stronger interactions with tyrosine and phenylalanine than
does lysine (40, 45, 48, 49). These findings, in conjunction with our
initial observations regarding the intrinsic interactions among poly-
rA molecules, lead to two testable hypotheses. First, we propose
that PR should interact more strongly with poly-rA than with either
poly-rU or poly-rC. Second, RNA should interact more strongly
with PR than an equivalent length proline−lysine (PK) dipeptide
repeat. We used biolayer interferometry to quantify the apparent
Fig. 2. RNA structure determines condensate mor-
phology. (A) All RNA homopolymers except poly-rG
induce the formation of spherical liquid droplets. The
liquid droplets can fuse and wet a glass surface. In
contrast, poly-rG−PR complex coacervation yields dis-
tinct morphologies that are akin to large, open, fractal-
like networks. (B) SXT images of PR-homopolymeric
RNA coacervates. Poly-rA, poly-rC, and poly-rU drop-
lets wet the surface of the capillary. In contrast, poly-
rG−PR systems form open 3D networks. (C) Mixing
homopolymeric RNA molecules that can make com-
plementary base pairs indicates that base pairing can
induce morphological transitions in PR−RNA coacer-
vates, and this is tuned by the stoichiometry of the
interacting RNAs. In contrast, morphological transitions
were not observed in the presence of homopolymeric
RNA molecules that cannot make complementary base
pairs. (D) Urea interferes with poly-rA:rU base pairing
and disrupts the formation of large networks. (E) SXT
of PR−poly-rA:rU (60:40) coacervates illustrates forma-
tion of aspherical granules linked by sheet-like low-
density connections. (F) Boiling PR−poly-rA:rU coacer-
vates melts A:U base pairing and results in spherical
assemblies. (G) Boiled PR−poly-rA:rU coacervates fail to
fuse and wet the glass surface. (H) In our minimal
polymer model, poly-rA and poly-rU are represented as
polymers of multivalent beads, while PR is a single bead,
reflecting the relative differences in molecular weight
and contour length. (I) Schematic showing the forma-
tion of open but arrested networks when mixtures of
polymers that engage in strong intermolecular interac-
tions (as is the case for base pairing RNAs) are simulated
together. These arrested networks resolve to spherical
assemblies through a heating and cooling process, as
observed in simulations here and experimentally in F
and G. PR is not shown, for clarity. (J) Schematic illus-
trating a putative energy landscape associated with
complementary homopolymeric RNAs in the presence of
PR. The open networks observed in C–G are metastable
states corresponding to minima on the left, while lower
energy spherical assemblies are shown on the right.
Heating and cooling facilitates network rearrangement
into spherical assemblies. Scale bars apply for all images
in the panel.
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strengths of PR interactions with different RNA molecules. These
data suggest that the PR−poly-rA interaction is the strongest, while
PR−poly-rU and PR−poly-rC interactions are almost identical to
one another (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Interestingly, the apparent dis-
sociation constant (Kd) was highest (lowest apparent affinity) for
poly-rG. We interpret these results to mean that the effects of rG-
rich RNA sequences on the PR phase behavior derives from the
inability of PR to outcompete base stacking interactions associated
with G-quadruplex formation.
Next, we compared the phase behaviors of PR with a peptide
that contains 30 PK repeats (PK). Lysine has a similar positive
charge to arginine, and also engages in cation−pi interactions.
However, it lacks the apparent Y aromaticity of the guanidinium
group and cannot encode the hierarchy of interactions attribut-
able to the higher-order multipole moments of Arg (48) (Fig.
3E). We find that condensates formed using the PK peptide
displayed reduced viscosity irrespective of the RNA sequence.
Interestingly, we observe the largest decrease in viscosity for
PK−poly-rA droplets, implying a reduction in the strength of in-
teraction between PK and RNA compared with PR (Fig. 3F).
These findings suggest that networks of interactions among argi-
nine residues and the nucleobases are involved in tuning droplet
dynamics. When we examined PR dynamics, rather than droplet
dynamics, we obtained similar results (Fig. 3G). PR was less mo-
bile in poly-rA droplets compared with the others, in agreement
with inferences based on biolayer interferometry (SI Appendix, Fig.
S2). As for dynamics, PK was more mobile than PR, and the dif-
ferences between the RNAs were largely reduced (Fig. 3H). Taken
together, these findings illustrate that hierarchies of molecular
interactions among the protein and RNA components influence both
nanoscale (intradroplet diffusion) and micrometer-scale dynamics
(droplet fusion). These results are analogous to the recent findings of
Wang et al. (48), who showed that a hierarchy of interactions com-
bined with a so-called “stickers” and “spacers” model explains
their data for the phase behavior of FUS/FET family proteins.
RNA Concentration Determines Protein Dynamics. Previous studies
showed that PR undergoes phase separation in the absence of
RNA, providing that a suitable macromolecular crowder was
added (33). Under these conditions, the positive charges of the
arginine residues appear to be neutralized by anions present in the
buffer (e.g., phosphate groups). By driving PR-only droplet for-
mation with PEG as a molecular crowder, additional RNA (poly-
rU) molecules should partition preferentially into the condensate by
enabling the release of neutralizing mobile anions. This could
provide a route to increase the intradroplet concentration of RNA,
as opposed to adding different concentrations of RNA to soluble
PR, which would just result in more or less PR−RNA droplets, as
we have observed before (33). As can be seen in SI Appendix, Fig.
S6, the stepwise increase in RNA concentration reduces the FRAP
recovery and dynamics of PR, but only in the PEG-induced droplets
(SI Appendix, Fig. S6). Indeed, the half-life for FRAP correlates
with the total concentration of added RNA. This observation in-
dicates that the number density of interaction sites provided by
protein and RNA can determine coacervate dynamics in a manner
that is analogous to the dependence of molecular dynamics on
interaction strengths.
Fig. 3. RNA−peptide and RNA−RNA interactions
determine viscosity and protein dynamics within
condensates. (A) PR−poly-rA condensates are more
viscous than poly-rU and poly-rC condensates upon
induced fusion via mild centrifugation. (B) PR−poly-
rA condensates are more viscous as assayed by spon-
taneous fusion events. The exponential decay of the
aspect ratio of two droplets during a fusion event can
be characterized by the time constant τ. Example re-
laxation curves for two fusion events are shown. This
value allows for the calculation of the (viscosity/surface
tension) ratio (see Materials and Methods); n = 10 fu-
sion events per condition, one-way ANOVA. Boxplots;
whiskers indicate range. (C) Potential molecular inter-
actions involved in PR−RNA coacervation. (D) Pure RNA
droplets display droplets arrested in fusion for poly-rA.
(E) Scheme indicating that arginine but not lysine can
engage in pi-like interactions with the adenine base. (F)
PK−polynucleotide droplets are uniformly less viscous
than PR−polynucleotide droplets as assayed by spon-
taneous fusion events; n = 8, one-way ANOVA. Box-
plots; whiskers indicate range. (G) PR is less dynamic in
PR−poly-rA droplets compared with PR in PR−poly-
rU and in PR−poly-rC droplets, as assayed by FRAP.
Normalized traces also show the SDs. Two examples
of bleach experiments for PR−poly-rA and PR−poly-
rU droplets are shown. (H) PK dynamics assayed
using FRAP experiments are largely similar for dif-
ferent homopolymeric RNAs. Traces indicate SEM.
(I) Examples of PR fluorescence in PR−poly-rA and
PR−poly-rU droplets and PR−poly-rA:rU gels. (J) FRAP
dynamics for PR and PK in PR/PK−poly-rA and PR/PK−
poly-rU droplets and PR/PK−poly-rA:rU gels. Traces
indicate SEM. (K) Examples of poly-rA (red) and poly-rU
(green) fluorescence in PR−poly-rA and PR−poly-rU
droplets and PR−poly-rA:rU solid-like gels. (L) FRAP dy-
namics for poly-rA and poly-rU in PR−poly-rA and
PR−poly-rU droplets and PR−poly-rA:rU solid-like
gels. Traces indicate SEM. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
Scale bars apply for all images in the panel.
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RNA Gelation Induces Coexistence of Material States. In assemblies
formed from complementary RNAs and PR, RNA base pairing
induces the formation of solid-like gels that can be either metastable
open networks or globally stable spherical solid-like assemblies (Fig.
2F). Accordingly, we asked whether the dynamics of either PR or
PK would be influenced by the material states of RNA. To in-
vestigate this, we first examined the dynamics of PK and PR in
solid-like spherical assemblies formed by base pairing RNA mole-
cules (poly-rA:rU) after heating and those in liquid-like droplets
with poly-rA or poly-rU. Surprisingly, we found the dynamics of the
PRmolecules to be completely independent of RNA dynamics (Fig.
3 I and J). In addition, PK was significantly more labile in poly-rA
and poly-rA:rU droplets than was PR. These results illustrate that
an assembly with apparent solid-phase behavior, as gleaned from
the dynamics of RNA molecules, can still support a fluid phase.
This points to the coexistence of liquid-like properties for the pro-
teins and solid-like properties for the cRNA molecules.
Having examined protein dynamics within protein−RNA co-
acervates, we next examined the dynamics associated with distinct
types of RNAs in different condensates (Fig. 3K). Comparative
assessments of the timescales for FRAP show that poly-rA mole-
cules are less dynamic than poly-rU molecules in their respective
condensates (Fig. 3L). Specifically, within a 60-s window, we ob-
served limited recovery of poly-rA fluorescence in poly-rA con-
densates and a recovery of ca. 70% of the original fluorescence for
poly-rU in poly-rU condensates. This result is in agreement with the
finding that, for both pure RNA condensates and PR/PK−RNA
condensates, those containing poly-rA are always more viscous than
those containing poly-rU (Fig. 2 D–F). Further, in the poly-rA:rU
RNA gels, both RNA species were completely immobile. This is in
stark contrast to the PR and PK peptides, which remain fully mo-
bile. This finding, which is in agreement with results in Fig. 1,
demonstrates that multicomponent condensates can support over-
lapping spatial distributions and distinct, essentially decoupled dy-
namics of the molecular components. Therefore, even in unitary
condensates, that is, condensates where the protein and RNA
molecules are apparently well mixed, the dynamical behaviors of
protein and RNA molecules can be different from one another.
This is achieved purely through the nature of the underlying mo-
lecular interactions and does not require active processes. The be-
havior we observe for differential dynamics within an apparently
well-mixed condensate is reminiscent of the postulates of visco-
elastic phase separation, which is governed by the differential mo-
bilities of constituent molecules (58).
Mixing RNA Species Generates Complex Multilayered Condensates.
We have shown that RNA concentration, sequence, and struc-
ture can alter the driving forces for phase separation and the
dynamics of the resultant condensates. Mixing non−base-pairing
RNAs does not alter condensate formation. However, when we
induce the fusion of these condensates to enable the formation
of larger-scale droplets through gentle centrifugation, we observe
the formation of multilayered topologies (Fig. 4 A and B and SI
Appendix, Fig. S7). Interestingly, we also observed different to-
pologies when varying the stoichiometry of poly-rA and poly-rC.
On both ends of the stoichiometry spectrum, we obtain uniform
condensates (as observed by PR fluorescence), yet, gradually,
they evolve to a core/shell topology observed around a 50:50 mix
of the RNAs (Fig. 4A). To get a better 3D view of these multi-
layered assemblies, we resorted to SXT. SXT has emerged as a
3D imaging technique to visualize internal structure of single
cells (59, 60). In the soft X-ray regime, water is relatively trans-
parent, and the contrast arises from X-ray absorption of biomole-
cules containing carbon and nitrogen without any need for fixing or
staining of the samples (61, 62). With spatial resolution of about a
few tens of nanometers, SXT bridges the resolution gap be-
tween traditional imaging methods, such as light and electron
microscopy (63).
The high resolution and intrinsic contrast to biomolecules makes
SXT a unique technique for direct 3D visualization of partitioning
in phase-separated droplets. Using SXT, we observe multilayered
topologies in condensates with dimensions that are reminiscent of
membraneless organelles in vivo (Fig. 4 C and D and Movie S6).
Our data clearly show that multilayered assemblies can arise from
spontaneous fusion and Ostwald ripening (64). It is worth empha-
sizing that these events are not an artifact of centrifugation. Im-
portantly, we identify subcompartments based on differences
in X-ray absorbance, suggesting that the multilayered archi-
tectures have defined and observable differences in molecular
density.
Multilayered Condensates Support Differential Partitioning of
Biomolecules. Our initial observation was that, depending on the
RNA stoichiometry, certain compartments had a higher PR in-
tensity. Given that PR has a stronger binding affinity for poly-rA
than for poly-rC (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), and a higher partitioning
ratio for poly-rA than for poly-rC droplets (Fig. 4E), we reasoned
that, for a 50:50 stoichiometry, we were observing a poly-rA droplet
(core) surrounded by a poly-rC shell. We subsequently tested the
effects of LCDs derived from two well-studied RNA-binding
proteins and RNAs for similar preferential partitioning into
one compartment over another. These experiments allowed us
to test how RNA might drive differential partitioning in
multilayered topologies. The FUS and hnRNPA2 LCDs un-
dergo phase separation independently (39, 65), and showed
modest partitioning into PR−RNA droplets. We observed
that the hnRNPA2 LCD did not have a preference for poly-
rA over poly-rC condensates, whereas, for the FUS LCD, we
observed a clear preference for poly-rA over poly-rC (Fig.
4E). Accordingly, we predicted that, in a multilayered con-
densate comprising poly-rA and poly-rC, the hnRNPA2 LCD
would not show differential partitioning, while FUS LCD
should display a preference for the poly-rA core. As can be
seen in Fig. 4E, this was indeed the case. These preferences
are interpretable in terms of sequence-encoded interactions
of LCDs. The LCD of FUS lacks charged residues, but it
contains a large number of tyrosine residues. These tyrosine
residues appear to drive preferential interactions with poly-rA
via a hierarchy of interactions. This proposal is consistent with
results indicating that poly-rA is able to engage in stronger
interactions due to its double-ringed nucleobase (SI Appendix,
Fig. S8). In contrast, the hnRNPA2 LCD contains fewer ty-
rosine residues and also includes cationic arginine residues.
These features appear to engender equivalent interactions for
both poly-rA and poly-rC (SI Appendix, Fig. S8).
We made similar observations for short RNA probes. While
oligo-rA and oligo-rU preferred condensates formed by poly-rA
as opposed to poly-rC, oligo-rC showed a preference for con-
densates formed by poly-rC (Fig. 4F). Hence, multilayered poly-
rA−poly-rC condensates are predicted to enrich poly-rA and
poly-rU in the core versus poly-rC in the shell. These predicted
preferences from the single-condensate observations were con-
gruent with observations in the multilayered condensate system
(Fig. 4F). In contrast, rather than a preference for poly-rC, we
propose that poly-rC oligomers are unable to outcompete
stronger poly-rA−poly-rA interactions and are preferentially
excluded from poly-rA condensates. This gives rise to an ef-
fective preferential partitioning into poly-rC condensates where this
competition is no longer relevant. These findings indicate that
partitioning into complex topological settings might follow pre-
dictable trends for the respective phases in simpler single-phase
condensates, an observation that is reminiscent of the findings
from the work of Feric et al. (19).
Since poly-rA and poly-rC layers seem to preserve their af-
finity for certain biomolecules, we also asked whether the char-
acteristic dynamics of these layers would be retained in multilayered
7894 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1821038116 Boeynaems et al.
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condensates. We tested the dynamics of FRAP within the core
versus the shell in different multilayered droplets. For droplets that
had a core of poly-rA and a shell of poly-rC (50:50 poly-rA:poly-rC),
PR was less dynamic in the core compared with the shell, as can be
seen in the example droplet and the quantification (Fig. 4G). Per-
forming the same assay, but on multilayered droplets with poly-rC
cores surrounded by poly-rA shells (often observed in 60:40 poly-
rA:poly-rC mixtures), we found that PR was still less dynamic in the
poly-rA phase compared with the poly-rC phase (Fig. 4H), even
though their relative positions in the multilayered assembly were
inverted. Hence, we conclude that PR is always less dynamic in
poly-rA than in poly-rC, irrespective of their relative topology. This
indicates that single-compartment behaviors are predictive of the
compartmental dynamics associated with more-complex condensate
topologies.
Equivalent Multilayered Topologies Can Be Achieved Through
Multiple Independent Routes. Given the observed multilayered to-
pologies and the range of distinct interactions, we next asked
whether we could unambiguously determine the molecular origins
of the multilayered topologies. Specifically, given a ternary mix-
ture of PR, poly-rA, poly-rC, and solvent, what types of interac-
tions could give rise to the observed core/shell architecture? To
Fig. 4. PR molecules combined with RNA mixtures generate multilayered condensates with differential partitioning of biomolecules. (A) Condensates show
PR fluorescence. Mixing poly-rA and poly-rC results in subcompartmentalization, as seen via differences in PR intensity. The subcompartmentalization is tuned by
the stoichiometry of poly-rA to poly-rC. Exposure settings are different between condensates to enhance visibility of subcompartments. (B) Internal droplets
behave as liquids as probed by their fusion dynamics (Left). Stars indicate frames corresponding to scheme on Right. Data are shown for 50:50 ratio of poly-rA−
poly-rC. (C and D) The 3D models of multilayered condensates (50:50) as imaged by SXT. (C) Free multilayered condensates. (D) Multilayered condensates that
wet the capillary surface. (E) Differential protein partitioning in multilayered condensates is predicted by partitioning in single RNA−PR droplets. Fluorescence of
the indicated probe molecule is shown. (F) Differential partitioning of RNA also follows partitioning preference of single RNA−PR condensates. In E and F,
multilayered condensates are generated by 50:50 poly-rA−poly-rC mixtures. Boxplots; whiskers indicate range. Statistical analysis was performed using the
Student t test. (G) Internal poly-rA droplets are less dynamic than their corresponding poly-rC shells. Data are shown for 50:50 poly-rA−poly-rC; n = 7. (H) Internal
poly-rC droplets are more dynamic than their corresponding poly-rA shells. Data are shown for 60:40 poly-rA−poly-rC; n = 8. InG and H, paired values for poly-rA
and poly-rC compartment are shown for each multidroplet. Statistical analysis was performed using the Student t test. ns, nonsignificant; ****P < 0.0001.
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answer this question, we again turned to coarse-grained simula-
tions (seeMaterials and Methods for additional details). Equivalent
core/shell topologies could be achieved through a number of en-
tirely independent interaction mechanisms. For example, if poly-
rA preferentially binds PR over poly-rC, then a dense PR−poly-rA
core forms and a PR−poly-rC shell surrounds the core. The for-
mation of this topology depends both on the relative mismatch in
PR binding and on the absolute concentration of free PR. If poly-
rA−PR binding is too strong and there is insufficient PR, then
poly-rA will effectively sequester the majority of the PR, pre-
venting poly-rC from coalescing or only allowing a thin shell of
poly-rC to form over the poly-rA condensate periphery (SI Ap-
pendix, Fig. S9 A and B). An alternative route to the observed
core−shell topology is realized if poly-rA interacts with itself more
strongly than with poly-rC. Importantly, for this to give rise to a
single multilayered condensate, poly-rA−poly-rC interactions must
be more favorable than poly-rC−poly-rC interactions. If this is not
the case, then two distinct droplets will form (SI Appendix, Fig.
S9C). Finally, if poly-rA experiences less favorable interactions with
the solvent compared with poly-rC, then a poly-rA core will form to
reduce the solvent−poly-rA interactions, while an enveloping poly-
rC shell will engulf the core. Examples of these three distinct sce-
narios are shown in Fig. 5, along with the associated interaction
tables that give rise to the resulting topologies. In each of the three
cases, a single set of interactions is modulated while the others re-
main fixed. Our simulation results suggest that the spatial organi-
zation of condensates can be tuned in distinct, synergistic, and
antagonistic ways, thus providing routes for condensate assembly
and disassembly.
Discussion
Biomolecular condensates harbor a complex mixture of hun-
dreds of different RNA and protein species in vivo (17, 26, 27,
66, 67). This makes it challenging to uncover specific molecular
functions and/or quantify interactions of specific RNA or protein
molecules within condensates. These molecular functions are
likely to be important for mesoscale functions of condensates.
Here, we resorted to a simple test tube model of RNA−protein
condensates that are based on biologically relevant PR proteins.
These experiments allow us to dissect the underlying physico-
chemical forces that drive specific behaviors. We show that bi-
ological polyanions drive phase separation of Arg-rich proteins
through complex coacervation, albeit with significant chemical
specificity. The morphologies and material states of the resulting
phases vary dramatically with polyanion type. To understand the
role of RNA sequence and structure, we focused on simple ho-
mopolymeric RNA molecules. We found that stable RNA sec-
ondary structure formation leads to rigid open networks. In
contrast, RNA molecules lacking stable secondary structure
promote the formation of liquid-like condensates. Based on
denaturing−annealing reactions and computer simulations, we
show that the open networks represent metastable phases that
arise from barriers governed by a competition between RNA
base pairing and RNA−protein interactions. When released
from their metastable phases, the resulting molecular rear-
rangements lead to an annealing toward spherical condensates.
However, solid-like behavior of RNA molecules can persist
within spherical condensates, and we propose, based on extant
data, that this derives from the formation of condensate-spanning
(percolated) networks via physical cross-links that determine rheo-
logical properties. Despite the immobility of RNA within the as-
semblies, the condensates support a protein phase that exhibits rapid
dynamics that are indistinguishable compared with liquid drop-
lets. Our findings indicate that RNA base pairing can decouple
RNA and protein dynamics and lead to a coexistence of different
molecular level dynamics within the same condensate. This ob-
servation has major implications for the description of cellular
condensates: Rapid dynamics of one (protein or RNA) component
does not necessarily mean the condensate as a whole behaves as a
liquid.
Besides RNA base pairing, RNA sequence and the purine/
pyrimidine contents are also key regulators of the material
properties of condensed phases. Nanoscale and micrometer-
scale dynamics of protein−RNA condensates are tuned by the
interplay among RNA−RNA, RNA−protein, RNA−solvent, and
protein−solvent interactions. We showed that, by mixing differ-
ent homopolymeric RNAs, we can induce spontaneous sub-
compartmentalization within condensates, and that this can be tuned
by varying RNA stoichiometries. These multilayered condensates
enable differential partitioning of other biomolecules while also
displaying differential protein dynamics. Our findings provide a
touchstone for understanding the in vivo phase behavior of hetero-
geneous mixtures of protein and RNA molecules. Additionally, the
coarse-grained simulations indicate that core−shell architecture can
arise readily from the differential effects of RNA−protein, RNA−
RNA, RNA−solvent, and protein−solvent interactions.
Multilayered condensates have previously been reported for
mixtures of nucleolar protein and RNA molecules (19) and
synthetic multivalent proteins (21, 68). As was shown previously
for nucleolar proteins (19), we also found that differential sur-
face energies determine the preferential partitioning of mole-
cules into the cores versus shells in multilayered condensates.
These findings are borne out in coarse-grained simulations. How-
ever, simulations do not show the formation of multilayered con-
densates in which the denser poly-rA phase exists as a shell around
a less dense poly-rC core, as observed in Fig. 4 A and H. The for-
mation of this “inverted” topology would be at odds with a simple
equilibrium thermodynamic model. However, for multilayered
condensates in which the difference in surface energies between
distinct phases is low and those phases are relatively viscous, these
Fig. 5. Core−shell multilayered condensates can be formed via several distinct
mechanisms. (A) Schematic of the molecular entities included in simulations
based on the coarse-grained model that includes poly-rA, poly-rC, and PR. (B and
C) Simulations are run with 70:30 split of poly-rC−poly-rA and give rise to
droplets that are significantly larger than individual polymers. (D–G) A suitable
interaction table defines the attractive and repulsive interactions between in-
dividual beads. These effective pairwise interactions represent the cumulative
interplay among all bead−bead and bead−solvent interactions. Yellow boxes
highlight differential values compared with D. When poly-rA and poly-rC are
equivalent to one another, a single well-mixed droplet is formed (in D).
(E ) If poly-rA−PR interaction is stronger than poly-rC−PR interaction, (F ) if
poly-rA−poly-rA interaction is stronger than poly-rC−poly-rA interaction
which, in turn, is stronger than poly-rC−poly-rC interaction, or (G) if poly-
rA−solvent is more repulsive than poly-rC−solvent, then topologically equiv-
alent multilayered condensates are formed. Experimental data suggest that
all three mechanisms may occur, to varying degrees.
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inverted topologies could form in response to some initial mixing or
other energy input. Moreover, once formed, there may be a large
energetic barrier associated with topological reorganization. Since
we did not observe these apparently metastable states in smaller
multilayered condensates (as imaged with SXT), but did find them
in larger multilayered condensates formed via mild centrifugation, it
is possible that the inverted multilayered condensates derive from
the energy that is supplied during the centrifugation process. It is
worth noting that similar inverted topologies have been observed
for some condensates in cells. Overexpression of a TDP-43−derived
fusion protein results in the formation of large nuclear droplets that
contain “vacuoles” of nucleoplasm (69). Vacuolization has also
been observed when nucleoli fuse together due to destabilization of
the nuclear actin cytoskeleton (19). This suggests that fusion events,
especially of larger more viscous droplets, may provide enough
energy to drive multilayered condensates into metastable states,
both in the test tube and in cells.
Our findings, combined with recent studies of Maharana et al.
(70) and Langdon et al. (71), show that RNA structure, RNA-to-
protein ratios, and the interplay of RNA−RNA, protein−pro-
tein, and protein−RNA interactions contribute to the complex
topologies of protein−RNA condensates as well as their material
properties. It appears that many of the features observed in vivo
for protein−RNA condensates can be recapitulated in vitro and
that these features are the result of spontaneous (passive),
sequence-encoded driving forces rather than driven (active) pro-
cesses. The rules we have gleaned help refine the questions we get
to ask about the interplay between spontaneous (passive) versus
driven (active) processes in vivo. A proposal that emerges from our
work is that driven processes mainly modulate or maintain the
sequence-encoded properties of condensates that form spontane-
ously. Additionally, despite the fact that we used model RNA
molecules, it is worth emphasizing that poly-rA tails are an integral
part of mRNA molecules. It is therefore tempting to speculate that
some of the observations in our test tube model may apply to the
behavior of poly-rA tails in cells. For example, stress granules have
been shown to contain dense cores that stain positively for poly-rA
(17). Our results also highlight key design challenges and oppor-
tunities that could inspire new nanomaterials and drug delivery
strategies. This is relevant given the rising popularity of nucleic acid-
based nanotechnology (72–75) and therapies (76, 77), including
arginine-rich, peptide-nucleic acid coacervates (78–81).
Materials and Methods
Full details of all procedures, including specific compounds used, specific details
surrounding phase separation assays, biolayer interferometry, FRAP assays,
droplet fusion experiments, partitioning assays, SXT, and coarse-grained sim-
ulations are provided in SI Appendix.
For phase separation assays, polyanions were diluted to 1 μg/μL in 100 mM
K2HPO4/KH2PO4 buffer at pH 7. Peptides were added at 250-μM concentra-
tions. For partitioning experiments, probe molecules were spiked in at 100
nM. For the generation of pure RNA liquid droplets, homopolymeric RNAs
were diluted to 2 μg/μL in 1x PBS buffer with 30% PEG and 10 mM MgCl2 at
pH 7. For intradroplet FRAP, a circular area of 1-μM radius was bleached in
droplets with a radius between 5 μM and 10 μM. For SXT 3D reconstructions,
92 projection images, with 200-ms exposure time each, were acquired se-
quentially around a rotation axis with 2° increment angles. For droplet fusion
assays, confocal time-lapse images were taken of droplets settling on the
coverslip and fusing together. Coarse-grained simulations are lattice-based
and utilize a simple neighbor−neighbor interaction potential. For all other
details, please see SI Appendix.
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